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Abstract
Local and angular momentum projected densities of states (DOS) are invaluable sources of
information that can be obtained from density functional theory calculations. In this work, we
describe a theoretical framework within ONETEP’s linear-scaling DFT formalism that allows
the calculation of local (atom-projected) and angular momentum projected density of states
l-p-DOS. We describe four different bases that can be used for projecting the DOS with angular
momentum resolution and perform a set of tests to compare them. We validate the results obtained
with ONETEP’s l-p-DOS against the plane-wave DFT code CASTEP. Comparable results between
ONETEP’s and CASTEP’s charge spilling parameters are observed when we use pseudo-atomic
orbitals as the projection basis sets. In general, the charge spilling parameters show remarkably low
values for projections using non-contracted spherical waves as the angular momentum resolved
basis. We also calculate the d-band and d-band centres for Pt atoms in (1 1 1) facets of cuboctahedral
Pt nanoparticles of increasing size, which is an example of l-p-DOS application commonly used as
an electronic descriptor in heterogeneous catalysis. Interestingly, the different projection bases lead
to similar conclusions, showing the reliability of the implemented method for such studies. The
implementation of these methods in a linear-scaling framework such as ONETEP provides another
tool for analysing the electronic structure of complex nanostructured materials.

1. Introduction
It is now well-established that density functional theory (DFT) calculations play an important role in scientific
development, with an impact described in detail in several recent review papers [1–3], and confirmed by the
evolution of citations of the papers containing DFT’s theoretical foundations [4, 5]. The applicability of DFT
to so many diverse areas has motivated the development of many different formalisms and implementations of
DFT to provide users with computationally efficient codes for different systems.
One of the most significant considerations guiding the choice of an appropriate DFT code for the study of
a specific system is the basis set used to represent the single particle wave functions. Atomic-like orbitals are a
common choice, but in many cases, using a variety of other forms of function can be more computationally efficient or accurate. A good example is the widely used plane wave DFT formalism, where the basis set that can be
improved systematically, being extremely efficient to deal with periodic and extended systems.
However, atom-like basis sets are still necessary to calculate certain properties of the electronic structure,
and projection schemes are often required to allow the calculation of the desired quantity. Pioneering work by
Sanchez-Portal [6, 7] showed how the eigenfunctions obtained with a plane wave DFT code were projected onto
localised atomic-like-orbitals, which allowed local quantities such as atomic charges or local density of states to
be computed. In addition to built-in functionality in many plane-wave DFT codes, projection schemes and localised property calculations can also be found in post-processing codes, such as LOBSTER [8], which uses projection to compute several local properties.
© 2019 IOP Publishing Ltd
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In particular, the local (atom projected) density of states (l-DOS) and the angular momentum projected
density of states (p-DOS) are useful tools to obtain information and insight relevant to important applications.
For example, in the field of heterogeneous catalysis, the density of states projected onto the d-band at metallic
surfaces is a powerful descriptor of a surface’s bonding ability, which can be used to estimate its efficiency as a
catalyst for a given reaction.
Computational catalysis researchers have found scaling relations between adsorption energies of different
adsorbates on metallic surfaces and scaling relations between adsorption energies and reaction barriers that lead
to the so-called volcano plots of activity [9]. These volcano plots show that an optimum catalyst should have a
‘bonding strength’ to atoms and molecules involved in the reaction that enables the reactants to bind to the surface and be activated, but that does not hinder the desorption of the products [10, 11]. Concurrently, the d-band
model [12] shows a correlation between adsorption energies strengths and some properties of the d-band of a
metallic surface, such as its centre [13], width [14], and upper edge [15]. These findings allow using information
from the d-projected density of states as indications about how a metallic surface would behave as a catalyst. Such
structure-property relationships are pivotal for rational catalyst design, showing the importance of l-p-DOS
calculations for this research field.
Our focus in this paper is the ONETEP linear-scaling DFT package, which has recently been used for applications that benefit from l-p-DOS calculations, including studies with metallic nanoparticles applied to heterogeneous catalysis [16–19]. In the ONETEP linear scaling DFT formulation, the density matrix is represented
via non-orthogonal generalised Wannier functions (NGWFs) that are optimised in situ. These atom-centered
NGWFs have previously been used to define a l-DOS scheme [20] which has found widespread use. However,
after optimisation, the NGWFs are no longer pure in terms of their angular momentum decomposition. Thus, it
is necessary to develop and apply a projection scheme to obtain angular momentum resolved properties. Here,
we discuss the ONETEP formalism, our choices for the angular momentum resolved basis set, and the implementation of the l-p-DOS method in the ONETEP code. We present test cases, comparing different angular
momentum resolved basis sets used to construct the l-p-DOS and comparing the results obtained with ONETEP
to similar calculations performed with the CASTEP plane-wave code [21].

2. The ONETEP code
ONETEP (Order-N electronic total energy package) [22] is a DFT package designed to scale linearly with the
number of atoms in the system while retaining some advantages of plane-wave approaches, such as a systematic
means to improve the accuracy of the underlying basis. In ONETEP the density matrix is constructed as

ρ(r,r  ) =
φα (r)K αβ φ∗ β (r  )
(1)
αβ

where φ are the localised non-orthogonal generalised Wannier functions (NGWFs) and K αβ is the density kernel
matrix. The Kohn–Sham orbitals are related to the NGWFs by
|ψi  = |φα Miα
(2)

where Miα are the expansion coefficients for the φα NGWFs.
The NGWFs are themselves expanded in terms of a basis of psinc functions [23] which are distributed over
the points of a regular grid in real-space whose spacing is controlled by a single parameter. The energy minimisation in ONETEP is performed in two nested loops, one that optimises the density kernel for a fixed set of NGWFs
and the other that optimises the NGWFs in situ, allowing the control of the basis set accuracy with a minimal
number of NGWFs.
In addition to the locality imposed to the NGWFs, ONETEP also exploits the concept of electronic matter
nearsightedness [24] to control the sparsity of the density kernel matrix and pursue linear-scaling computational
cost.

3. Projected density of states in ONETEP
The density of states (DOS) is a function of the energy () that can be defined as:

ρ(ε) =
ψi |ψi δ(ε − εi ).
(3)
i

Using the relation from equation (2), we can express this in terms of NGWFs as
 †α
ρ(ε)
=
Mi φα |φβ M βi δ(ε − εi ).
(4)
i

2
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To construct an angular momentum projected density of states from ONETEP’s NGWFs, we first need to
define an angular momentum resolved basis, project the eigenfunctions obtained with the NGWFs to this representation and construct a weights matrix that allows summation over particular angular momentum and atoms
to decompose the total DOS function. In the following sections, we show the possible choices of angular momentum resolved basis and the methodology used to construct l-p-DOS implemented in ONETEP.
3.1. Choice of angular momentum resolved basis
The angular momentum resolved basis functions all have the form of a spherical harmonic, Zl,m (Ω) multiplied
by a radial part, where Ω stands for the angular dependence (solid angle). The form of the radial part is where we
have some flexibility. Provided that we choose functions which capture enough of the character of the NGWF
representation, resulting in a small spilling parameter and a small number of basis functions in the set, the set
will be considered adequate. The definition of a ‘small’ spilling parameter and the number of basis functions
considered to be to many or too few is arbitrary and will be explored from now on.
We have explored four options of angular momentum resolved basis, where three of them are based on spherical waves (SW) basis sets. We have as options a non-contracted, full set of SWs; a contracted set with unity contraction weights (C-SWs), a contracted set with contraction weights defined through an inner product with each
NGWF, our so-called fitted set (CF-SWs); and finally a set of pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAOs) which is the only
set not based directly on SWs, although ultimately the PAOs are themselves expressed via coefficients multiplying the full set of SWs. The pseudo-atomic orbitals are already in use within ONETEP as an starting point from
which the NGWFs are optimised, so may represent a low spilling option for the projection of the NGWFs.
We choose the spherical wave (SW) basis as an option so that we can tune the size of the basis systematically
to reduce the amount of spilling to the appropriate levels for the application of each calculation. As listed before,
this leaves us with some choice, however, in how (or if) we choose to contract the basis functions. Contraction
is desirable mainly because our SW basis is not only resolved in the azimuthal quantum number, l, giving the
desired angular momentum resolution, but also in magnetic quantum number m and implicitly in the principal
quantum number, through the bessel functions, j l. The number of basis functions in this set may be prohibitive
for practical calculations, so we can contract over m and j l.
The spherical waves are generated on the same equispaced grid as we use for NGWFs and are defined as:
χAknl lm (r) = jl (knl r)Zlm (Ω)H(a − r),
(5)

where A represents an atom, H is a Heaviside step function which cuts off any contribution to the spherical waves
outside of a radius, a, and r is the vector from the nucleus of the corresponding atom. For each SW, knl is chosen
such that knl a is the nth zero of the spherical Bessel function j l(x).
Contracted spherical waves (C-SWs) are defined in terms of these SWs as:

χAlm (r) =
ωAknl lm χAknl lm (r),
(6)
knl

where ωAknl lm are the contraction coefficients. For the set denoted C-SWs these are set to 1.
The contraction coefficients can also be set to fit the NGWFs, generating a set of angular momentum resolved
functions that we call contracted and fitted spherical waves (CF-SWs). However, in the case that we fit to the
NGWFs, we instead take a set of l and m CF-SWs on every NGWF of every atom, rather than one set per atom.
This typically increases the size of the spherical wave basis by a factor of 4 for elements up to (and including) the
third row of the periodic table and by a factor of 13 for the first transition series, and so on for heavier elements.
In this case, the CF-SWs are defined as:

χαlm (r) =
ωαknl lm χAknl lm (r),
(7)
knl

where contraction coefficients ωαknl lm which best fit the NGWF φα can be calculated by taking the inner product
of each NGWF with each SW on the same center:
ωαknl lm = φα |χAknl lm .
(8)

It is possible in this approach that contraction coefficients on an NGWF sum to zero, which will lead to a nonpositive definite overlap matrix, if left untreated. One approach to overcome this problem would be to remove
this CF-SW from the set, but instead we opt to leave it in place, recording its index and dealing with it in the resolution of identity, as we explain in the next section.
Another option that we have is to use pseudoatomic orbitals (PAOs) as our angular momentum resolved
basis. PAOs are solutions to the atomic Kohn–Sham equation and have the form:

ϕ
(r)
=
cn,ν Bln ,ν (r)Zln mn (Ω),
n
(9)
ν

3
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where Bln ,ν (r) are normalised spherical Bessel functions and cn,ν are a set of coefficients obtained by solving the
Kohn–Sham equation for each atom species with spherical localisation constraints using the same cutoff radius
as the one used for the NGWFs. Since the PAOs are used for the initialisation of NGWFs [25], to also use them
as the angular momentum resolved basis requires no extra calculations associated with the generation of the
set. The number of PAOs per atom, N, is the same as the number of NGWFs, typically a number associated with
subshell-filling (i.e. 1,4,9,13,...).
3.2. Resolution of identity and construction of the projected DOS
Once we have chosen and constructed an angular momentum resolved basis set, we can then construct an identity
 
operator. This can be expressed in terms of the basis functions and their inverse overlap matrix Λαlm,βl m as:




1̂ = |χαlm Λαlm,βl m χβl m |.
(10)

A ‘good’ angular momentum resolved basis set χαlm for a given set of NGWFs is implicitly defined by the
requirement that

φα |1̂|φβ  ≈ φα |φβ  ,
(11)

in which case it will be safe to insert this resolution of the identity into the density of states from equation (4)
without incurring significant ‘spillage’. We thus obtain:
 †α
 
ρ(ε) ≈
Mi φα |χαlm Λαlm,βl m χβl m |φβ M βi δ(ε − εi ).
(12)
i

The major advantage of defining the DOS in terms of this identity operator is that it allows us to exploit the
angular momentum dependence of |χαlm , by selectively summing over particular angular momentum comp
onents l and m to create the angular momentum projected DOS.
To calculate the angular momentum projected density of states, we firstly rewrite equation (12) in terms of a
weights matrix, Wαlm,i:

ρ(ε) =
Wαlm,i δ(ε − εi ),
(13)
α,l,m,i

where Wαlm,i is defined to be the Hadamard product of two matrices defined as a left and a right part of the
identity matrix expression in equation (12), such that
Wαlm,i = Rαlm i ◦ Tαlm,i
(14)

and under the condition that

 
Wαlm,i = Mi†α φα |χαlm Λαlm,βl m χβl m |φβ M βi .
(15)
αlm

The effect of this is to change the order of operations with respect to equation (12), so that instead of producing an element in the identity matrix by multiplying each element of a row in the RT matrix by each element of a
column in the T matrix and summing all products in the row and column pair, we instead construct an element
in the W matrix by taking the elementwise product of R and T and summing over the elements in the columns of
W . This allows for the final sums to be taken over restricted sets of indices, as we require.
For instance, the angular momentum projected density of states can be written as

ρl (ε) =
Wαlm,i δ(ε − εi ),
(16)
αm,i

or the local angular momentum projected density of states can be written as

ρS ,l (ε) =
Wαlm,i δ(ε − εi ),
(17)
α(S ),m,i

where α(S ) means the subset of α associated with the set of atoms, S .
Finally, we note that the Rαlmi and Tαlm,i matrices can be defined in many ways. In our implementation, we
choose to define the matrices using a symmetric decomposition achieved by taking the Löwdin decomposition
 
of Λαlm,βl m , which can be expressed in terms of its eigenpairs,
ΛQ = λQ,
(18)

as:
1

1

(19)
Λ 2 = Qλ 2 QT ,

4
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1

where Q is the matrix of eigenvectors of Λ and λ 2 is the diagonal matrix of square-rooted eigenvalues of Λ.
The T matrix in the symmetric decomposition may then be expressed as
 1  βl m
(20)
Tαlm,i = Λ 2
χβl m |φβ M βi ,
αlm

where Tαlm,i has invariant indices in this case, and Wαlm,i from equation (14) can be defined as its elementwise
square
2
Wαlm,i = Tαlm,i
.
(21)

For all the implemented angular momentum resolved basis, we can define the spilling parameter s, as


NMO

1 
Wαlm,i ,
s=
1−
(22)
NMO
i

αlm

this helps to quantify how good the angular momentum projected basis is in terms of the accuracy of the identity
operator. We will use the spilling parameter later in the paper to assess the quality of our sets.
The problem of having basis functions with zero weight leading to eigenvalues of zeros in the C-SWs overlap


1
 
 
matrix, discussed in section 3.1 may be dealt with by not inverting Λαlm,βl m to form Λαlm,βl m or Λ− 2 αlm,βl m ,
but instead by taking its eigenvalue decomposition



0
λ<0
,
Λ = Qf (λ)Q ,
f (λ) =
(23)
− 12
λ >= 0
λ
− 12

T

which is equivalent to dropping basis functions which lead to non-positive definite overlap matrices. This
operation requires a diagonalisation, however, if we need to avoid this, we will need to drop basis functions with
zero weights and to use an iterative inversion or Löwdin algorithm.
The projected weights allows us to construct various types of DOS. For example, to construct the DOS for the
p electrons of a subset of atoms, we can add up all the weights for l = 1 and restrict the summation to the selected
atoms:

ρp,S (ε) =
Wα1m ,i δ(ε − εi ).
(24)

α∈S ,m ,i

This expression was derived for the case of norm-conserving pseudopotentials where ψi are the pseudo wavefunctions. In the case of PAW calculations, equation (3) becomes

ρ()
=
ψ̃i |Ŝ|ψ̃i δ(ε − εi ),
(25)
i

where Ŝ is the PAW overlap operator defined in terms of the PAW transformation operator τ̂ between pseudo and
all-electron wavefunctions as Ŝ = τ̂ † τ̂ , and ψ̃i are the smooth valence wavefunctions.

4. Calculation details
We performed our simulations with the ONETEP code [22] and with CASTEP [21] as a reference code to validate
our implementation. For metallic systems in ONETEP, we used the ensemble DFT method, as implemented by
Serrano and Skylaris [26]. For all calculations, we adopted PBE [27] as our exchange-correlation functional. The
ONETEP calculations were conducted using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [28], as implemented
in ONETEP by Hine [29], while in CASTEP the calculations were conducted with ultrasoft pseudopotentials
[30]. For all the calculations, we have used the GBRV library for ultrasoft and PAW potentials [31]. We have used
the OptaDOS [32] code to post-process the results from CASTEP calculations and obtain the l-p-DOS data and
set the mid-gap level from ONETEP calculations as zero for all l-p-DOS plots.
In ONETEP, we set the psinc basis set [23] kinetic energy cutoff to 550 eV for geometry optimisations and
850 eV for properties calculations, with the NGWFs radii set to 9.0 a0, which has been previously shown to give
good convergence for these systems [16–19, 33]. For CASTEP, the kinetic energy cutoff was equal to 450 eV. We
performed our simulations under periodic boundary conditions, with a minimum vacuum gap of 10 Å between
the borders of the simulation box and any simulated atom. The somewhat lower kinetic energy cutoff required
in CASTEP for good convergence compared to ONETEP is largely the result of the need, in ONETEP, for a good
description of the discontinuity at the edge of NGWFs spheres. Note also that there is not a direct correspondence
between equivalent cutoff values in CASTEP and ONETEP, because the plane-wave basis in CASTEP includes a
 2 < Ecut , whereas ONETEP uses a real-space grid with a cutoff
sphere of G-vectors up to a cutoff defined by 12 |G|
defined by the same criterion, so implicitly the whole box of G-vectors is used as the basis.
5
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Table 1. Charge spilling parameter, presented as percentages, for calculations performed with CASTEP, which uses its own set of PAOs as
the basis set for of its charge spilling calculations, and different angular momentum resolved bases in ONETEP.
System

SWs (%)

C-SWs (%)

CF-SWs (%)

PAOs (%)

CASTEP (%)

CO

0.19

26.78

6.45

1.59

1.66

C2H2

0.04

17.92

16.47

1.77

1.89

C2H4

0.03

13.55

7.44

1.83

1.91

C2H6

0.02

11.02

6.96

1.70

1.78

SiH4

0.08

11.82

10.11

2.40

2.79

LiPF6

0.30

17.62

7.87

0.94

0.90

Pd13

0.00

19.73

0.28

0.08

0.10

Pt13

0.01

22.70

0.41

0.06

0.13

Pt55

0.01

19.28

0.17

0.07

0.11

Pt147

0.00

17.83

0.01

0.07

0.10

Pt(1 1 1)

0.00

15.75

0.05

0.06

0.08

The structures used to compute the projected density of states were optimised in ONETEP [34], where the
geometries were relaxed with a convergence threshold of 0.002 Eh/a0 on the atomic forces. The only exceptions
are the Pt slabs and nanoparticles. For these cases, the structures were constructed with bond lengths from the
optimised Pt bulk geometry. For all the calculations, the SWs, C-SWs, and CF-SWs were created using a total of
16 functions per magnetic quantum number m per atom.

5. Demonstration of the method
The spilling parameter presented in equation (22) measures the ability of the basis set to represent the whole
manifold of calculated states. Since we aim to compare our basis sets against the equivalent spilling parameter
calculated within plane wave methods such as CASTEP, we require a further modification, since plane-wave
methods generally restrict the spilling parameter calculation to the occupied bands [7]. A general form of the
charge spilling parameter able to deal with fractional occupancies can be written as:
 

fW
i
αlm
 i αlm,i ,
sq = 1 −
(26)
i fi

where f i are the occupancies and Wαlm,i the weights matrix as defined in equation (15).
To compare the quality of the angular momentum resolved bases, we present in table 1 the charge spilling
parameter for different systems. We calculated the l-p-DOS for a CO molecule, a set of hydrocarbons, a silane
molecule, a LiPF6 compound in the C4v symmetry, a set of cuboctahedral metallic nanoparticles (Pt and Pd) and
a platinum slab with 320 atoms and a (1 1 1) facet exposed. We performed the calculations using all the available
l-p-DOS bases in ONETEP, namely: (i) non-contracted spherical waves (SWs); (ii) contracted spherical waves
(C-SWs); (iii) contracted spherical waves with coefficients fitted to the NGWFs (CF-SWs) and; (iv) pseudoatomic orbitals (PAOs).
Table 1 shows a general trend in the charge spilling parameters, namely that SWs  <  PAOs  CASTEP
PAOs  <  CF-SWs  <  C-SWs. The small values obtained with SWs were expected due to the large size and flexibility of the basis. The results obtained with PAOs in ONETEP and CASTEP indicate that the implementation
in both codes is comparable and that we should also expect similar results for pDOS calculations. We can also
note that the spilling parameters from CASTEP are slightly higher than the ones obtained with PAOs in ONETEP,
which can be seen as a consequence of the localisation of the NGWFs in spheres with the same radius as the
PAOs, whereas in CASTEP the wavefunctions are delocalised over the simulation box. Table 1 also shows that
determining the contraction coefficients by fitting the C-SWs to the NGWFs contributes to reducing the spilling
parameter as compared with contraction of spherical waves using unit weights. For the calculations with metallic nanoparticles, all the pDOS options, with the exception of C-SWs, show similar values of spilling parameters,
indicating that the projected density of states obtained with these approaches should also be comparable to each
other.
We compare in figure 1 projected density of states obtained with CASTEP and the ones obtained with PAOs
in ONETEP. Figures 1(a) and (b) show, respectively, the density of states projected onto s and p orbitals for a
C2H4 molecule. Figure 1(c) tests, simultaneously, the local and angular momentum projected density of states, by
showing the DOS projected onto the d-channel only for Pt atoms in a (1 1 1) facet of a cuboctahedral Pt13 nanoparticle.
In accordance with the results obtained for the charge spilling parameters, here we see a very high degree of
agreement between ONETEP and CASTEP results. This is also observed for several other tested systems but omit6
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Figure 1. Comparison between ONETEP and CASTEP projected density of states using PAOs as the angular momentum resolved
basis. (a) and (b) Show, respectively, the density of states resolved as s and p contributions for a C2H4 molecule. (c) shows the
d-channel of Pt atoms in a (1 1 1) facet of a cuboctahedral Pt13 nanoparticle. CASTEP results are offset vertically for comparison.

ted here for conciseness but detailed in the supplementary information (stacks.iop.org/EST/1/035002/mmedia).
The pDOS similarity in both codes validates the implementation of the projected density of states in ONETEP.
From now on, we will use only the results obtained with the PAOs in ONETEP to compare with other basis sets.
Figure 2 compares all the implemented angular momentum resolved basis sets, testing the results for CO,
C2H4 and C2H6. Figures 2(a), (c) and (e) show, respectively, the density of states of CO, C2H4 and C2H6 projected
onto s channels, while (b), (d) and (f) shows the projections for p channels of the same molecules. In general, the
projections with all the angular momentum resolved bases are similar. The generation of the non-contracted
spherical waves set is unbiased and, as demonstrated with the charge spilling parameters, provides an almost
complete projection of the calculated bands for a wide range of systems. In this sense, the similarity of the pDOS
obtained with PAOs and non-contracted SWs reinforces the idea that PAOs are viable options to obtain angular
momentum projected density of states.
The main differences arise when calculating systems with atoms with valence shells composed by different
values of azimuthal quantum numbers. The spherical wave basis is constructed with the same maximum l for
every atom in the whole system. For example, for a hydrocarbon, the SWs are constructed with s and p functions
for carbon and hydrogen atoms. Meanwhile, the PAOs are constructed by default in ONETEP as a minimum

7
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Figure 2. Projected density of states (p-DOS) for different schemes implemented in ONETEP. (a), (c) and (e) show, respectively, s
p-DOS for CO, C2H4, and C2H6. (b), (d) and (f) show the p projection for the same molecules. For all plots, different colors are used
to represent each bases, where black, orange, blue and green represent PAOs, SWs, C-SWs and CF-SWs. For (c)–(f) the CF-SWs
calculated with 5 NGWFs for each hydrogen atom are represented in red.

basis set to initialise the NGWFs, which results on basis with s and p character for carbon atoms and only s character for hydrogen, generating small variations in the pDOS peaks as compared to SWs.
For example, in the carbon monoxide tests in figures 2(a) and (b), both oxygen and carbon atoms have s
and p orbitals and the computed pDOS for all approaches is almost identical. Meanwhile, for C2H4 and C2H6,
some variations are observed depending on the chosen basis set, where the projections performed with noncontracted spherical wave basis show more p character as compared to the PAO basis for the lowest energy peaks
on both hydrocarbons.
Out of all the contracted spherical wave schemes, the CF-SWs is the one that presents largest variations from
PAOs and non-contracted SWs. We attribute this to the difficulty of fitting a spherical wave basis composed of s
and p functions to a single NGWF. Thus, we have tested the effect of including five NGWFs on hydrogen atoms,
so as to initialise them with s (2 NGWFs) and p (3 NGWFs) character. As a result, the calculated charge spilling
parameters decrease from 7.44% to 3.69% for C2H4 and from 6.96% to 2.33% for C2H6, and the overall behaviour observed with non-contracted spherical waves is recovered.
As briefly discussed in the introduction, angular momentum projected density of states is an invaluable
tool for theoretical investigations in the field of heterogeneous catalysis. In this area, describing the interaction
between the catalyst surface and adsorbates is essential to explain and predict catalytic activities. As proposed by
Nørskov et al [12, 13], properties of the localised d-band of transition metals can be used as electronic descriptors
8
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Figure 3. Density of states projected onto the d channels of Pt atoms in a (1 1 1) facet of a Pt147 nanoparticle where (a) spans over the
full range of calculated energy levels whereas (b) focusses on the states near the Fermi level. For both plots, black, yellow, blue and
green lines represent densities of states obtained with PAOs, SWs, C-SWs and CF-SWs.

of the interaction strength between and adsorbate and the catalyst surface. Specifically, as there is a connection between the d-band centre and the surface composition, crystallographic orientation, site coordination and
nanoparticle sizes, studies with such descriptors can be used to search for directions to catalysts optimisations.
Here, to test the suitability of our l-p-DOS methods for application to this area, we have decided to compute
cuboctahedral platinum nanoparticles of increasing size, ranging from Pt13 to Pt561 and a Pt slab with a (1 1 1)
facet exposed. We have also computed a Pd13 cluster as an additional test. Increasing the nanoparticle size affects
the Pt–Pt bond lengths at the surface, and the ratio between uncoordinated and coordinate sites. This generates
shifts in the d-band centres that translate into a weakening in the interaction with adsorbates. Here, we are not
considering the changes in the Pt–Pt bond lengths with increasing nanoparticle sizes. We compute Pt nanoparticles created with Pt bulk bond lengths to isolate the electronic effects to the geometrical changes due to size
effects.
Figures 3(a) and (b) present the density of states projected onto the d channels of Pt atoms in a (1 1 1) facet of a
Pt147 nanoparticle. The first plot spans all the calculated energy levels and the second focuses on the states near the
Fermi level. These plots show that d-bands calculated with all the implemented basis sets are similar. The overall
shape of the d-band near the Fermi level remains almost unchanged for all basis sets, with only small variations in
terms of peak intensities. The main differences appear for low energy levels, where additional d-projected states
are observed for spherical wave based approaches. In practice, as the energy levels near the Fermi level are the
important region for catalysis applications, and these results are similar for all basis set options, these differences
should not affect the overall applicability of any of the schemes.
Figure 4(a) shows the d-band centres calculated with different approaches for the (1 1 1) facet of the nanoparticles against the nanoparticles sizes. The d-band centres are calculated using the occupancy-weighted l-p-DOS
and focusing on the states near the Fermi-level, i.e. excluding the variations for low energy levels commented on
figure 3. As we increase the nanoparticle size, the d-band centre moves away from the Fermi-level, which according to the d-band theory should describe a weaker interaction with adsorbates.
Figure 4(b) shows how the calculated d-band centres with spherical waves bases (SWs, C-SWs, CF-SWs)
compare to the same quantities calculated using PAOs. We show the d-band centres for the whole (1 1 1) facet of
Pt nanoparticles of increasing size, the exposed facet of the Pt (1 1 1) slab and the (1 1 1) facet of Pd13. As observed,
the small changes in the projected density of states plots are not crucial for the calculated d-band centres and
similar trends and conclusions for the catalytic activity of the nanoparticles could be obtained with any method.
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Figure 4. Calculated d-band centres using different projection schemes. (a) Shows the results for (1 1 1) facets of Pt nanoparticles
against the nanoparticles sizes and for a Pt(1 1 1) slab. (b) Compares the calculated d-band centres with spherical waves bases
(SWs, C-SWs, CF-SWs) to the same quantities obtained using PAOs, showing the d-band centres for the whole (1 1 1) facet of Pt
nanoparticles of increasing size, the exposed facet of the Pt (1 1 1) slab, and the (1 1 1) facet of Pd13 (square symbols). The d-band
centres are calculated using the occupancy-weighted l-p-DOS and focusing on the states near the Fermi-level to exclude the
variations for the low energy levels illustrated in figure 3. For all plots, different colors are used to represent each bases, where black,
yellow, blue and green represent PAOs, SWs, C-SWs and CF-SWs.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we have described the underlying theoretical framework for the implementation of angular
momentum projected density of states within the ONETEP formalism. We presented four options of angular
momentum resolved basis sets that were implemented in ONETEP to obtain l-p-DOS. The first three are based
on spherical waves, with a non-contracted set of SWs; a contracted set with unity contraction weights (C-SWs),
and a contracted set where the contraction weights are determined via inner products with the NGWFs (CFSWs). Pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAOs) are used for the fourth basis set, which is also the initialisation of NGWFs
in ONETEP.
We performed tests on several systems to assess how the projection varies with changes in the basis sets and
how the ONETEP’s results compare to l-p-DOS functionality in CASTEP. We have calculated the density of
states for a CO and a silane molecule, a set of hydrocarbons, a LiPF6 compound, metallic nanoparticles of different sizes, and one platinum slab with 320 Pt atoms. In terms of charge spilling parameter, we observed a similar trend for all tested systems, with SWs  <  PAOs  CASTEP  <  CF-SWs  <  C-SWs. For the non-contracted
SWs basis, small charge spilling parameters sq < 1% were observed for all systems. For PAOs, the charge spilling
parameters obtained with ONETEP and CASTEP were almost identical, and for contracted SWs basis, the option
with contraction weights obtained by fitting the NGWFs presented lower sq values than the one with unit contraction weights.
Despite some differences in the charge-spilling parameters, the l-p-DOS results are comparable between the
implemented approaches and between the two tested codes. The more evident differences arise with systems
composed of atoms with different values of azimuthal quantum numbers in the valence shell, where the l-pDOS obtained with CF-SWs diverge from the other options. This difference can be reduced by adding NGWFs
in the ONETEP basis set to allow a better fitting between NGWFs and SWs. Moreover, for metallic nanoparticles of increasing size, the d-bands near the Fermi level, which is commonly used as a descriptor in the heterogeneous catalysis field, remain almost unaltered between different approaches, showing the robustness of the
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implemented method for such studies. The availability of these methods in a linear-scaling framework such as
ONETEP opens the way for analysis of the electronic structure of complex nanostructured materials.
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